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It's a scientific fact: subliminal persuasion works. Now you can lose weight anywhere, anytime--
without dieting. Play SLIM FOREVER on your CD player as you dress in the morning, travel to
work, or when you want to unwind. Just listen to this gentle combination of soothing relaxation
techniques, soft music, and persuasive affirmations and let your subconscious do the rest. Soon
you'll discover a new inner energy that will burn off pounds quicker and easier than you ever
dreamed possible--and keep them off forever! The key to success is in your mind.

From the Back CoverThis book traces the history of Connecticut's Merritt Parkway from the
proposals for its construction and design in the early 1920's to its triumphant completion in
1940.About the AuthorBruce Radde is an art history professor in California.
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Konrei, “"I Am Slim...Because I Want To Be Slim.". An excellent subliminal recording that works,
SLIM FOREVER FOR MEN delivers an easy to absorb positive message that weight loss is all a
matter of simply changing one's mind.This recording includes a section on creative self-
awareness, a series of affirmations, and a basic, softly played piano tune overlaid upon the
messages of the first section.The narrator's voice may be a bit too "New Age" for some, but the
lessons on this tape are messages that need to be impressed upon the mind whether the
listener has a weight problem or not.Weight loss will definitely occur if the program outlined on
the tape (at least once a day, every day, for six weeks) is followed. Other life altering changes
may occur, too.Definitely worth the time for any man interested in self improvement, SLIM
FOREVER FOR MEN is an inexpensive and effective way to begin the process of change.”

sherrybob, “Five Stars. Good product”

LK in CO, “Worked for me.. I started gaining a little weight each year since my mid thirties. By
the time I was in my 50's I was in bad shape really needed to do something about it. I had some
success by improving my diet and weighing everything before meals, but I didn't make serious
progress until I started listening to this "tape" (from my iPod) every night at bedtime. I managed
to lose 50 lbs and got my weight back to where it was in my early 30's. Now, 10 years later I
started gaining weight again (about 7-10 lbs over). I started listening again at bedtime and I'm
almost back to my ideal weight. Weight loss is different for everyone and is affected by such
things as your ability to exercise and your ability to select your own diet (I'm single, which makes
things much easier), but this tape was absolutely key to my weight loss success.”

The book by Robert Woolfe has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3 people have provided feedback.
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